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EDITORIAL 
 

ON THE OTHER HAND 

 

That constructive working relationships between the parties involved can have beneficial results, has been 

proved by the outcome of the Eldon Hill Quarry Inquiry. There, NCA / Nature Conservancy Council 

collaboration successfully opposed a planning application for potentially very destructive quarry 

extensions. (See the reports by Pete Mellors, NCA C & A Officer, in "Descent 76" and "Caves & Caving 

36"). 

 

However, the NCC in applying the full Potentially Damaging Operations list to SSSI caves elsewhere in the 

country, have attempted to introduce caving activities as a "PDO", despite the CSCC having had written 

assurances that ALL normal caving activities are safe, and the NCC generally denying any wish to control 

cave access. In fact, CSCC have had to refuse a request from NCC to furnish a list of caves to which that 

PDO should be applied! I do not yet know the NCC's response: I honestly do not think they understand 

caving. 

 

Would SSSI scheduling protect a cave from having its pitches "replaced" by ladders encased in scaffolding, 

and other "safety" works installed, to provide an "adventure" caving venue: neither very adventurous nor a 

proper show-cave? This is planned for Bar Pot, going far beyond the two fixed ladders and a traverse wire 

of the Gough's Cave installation. The cave would be secure against "unauthorised use": cavers' access is not 

mentioned in the planning application I have seen. The commercial concern seeking planning permission 

for this, cite Whernside Manor: the Manor staff do not alter the caves. 

 

Protests to the planners and the Yorkshire Dales National Park offices, by the Club and by individual 

members. So far, acknowledgements have been received: entirely neutral from Craven District Council, 

and suspiciously off-hand, carefully-neutral, from the Park office. Do the latter favour this? 

 

MINE'S A PINTA 

 

I have criticised the absurd Sports Council "What's Your Sport?" campaign: the SC love "mass 

participation" for obvious reasons. The Wessex Cave Club will not join in, indeed, under "Caving & 

Potholing" in one WYS? directory is just one entry, that of the CSCC via Martin Grass. The official logo 

bears the words "Milk for Sport for All", and some friends who have seen the TV ads observed that the 

all-action shots of top-class play would probably deter the less-confident would-be participant. Such 

slender coverage of caving is advantageous: it should filter out the dilettante, faced with an enquiry to 

CSCC to locate the clubs, then another to a chosen club. I write from some experience here: I get letters 

asking "How do I take up caving/join your 'society'/what training does the club give/etc.?". I reply, giving 

basic advice and information, and suggesting we arrange a trip. About half of these people never bother to 

reply: I do not chase them. 

 

The SC does have some use however, apart from assisting very expensive overseas expeditions: it can act as 

a gathering point for opinions of various sports at high level. Currently it is watching the Rates proposals. 

Scottish sports clubs have had terrible financial burdens imposed on them by new rates systems which 

could be applied in England and Wales. All rate-paying voluntary clubs and societies, irrespective of 

pursuit, would do well to heed the Scots' warnings, which they have voicing for some time now. 

 

SOME THOUGHTS ON NCA 

 

Readers of the Editorials will know I support the present federal arrangements of British caving, with some 

reservations. Lately though, I have wondered if caving is being taken over, stealthily, by commercial greed 

(e.g. Easegill, or "adventure" organisations), and by officialdom (NCC, SC, etc.). They are not out to stop 

caving, but to run it for their own, narrow, ends - what do we do about it? I suggest we adopt the following 
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strategy, whether under NCA or any replacement body, auspices:- 

 

a) It shall be independent (tear up the "New Approach"). 

b) It shall ensure it is seen by outside bodies, as Representative, NOT "Governing" Body. 

c) It must ensure its constitution contains no foothold for the "ruling clique" syndrome, or outside 

commercial or official pressures. 

e) It must see, somehow, that it does represent club / caver opinion. (Not easy bearing in mind that many 

cavers seem to ignore or hold in some contempt, caving "politicians": an uncomfortable truth, which has 

to addressed: why does the average caver have so little pride or faith in the NCA, except when it 

achieves some spectacular success. Is it because the present structure is a rarefied politics club, or what?) 

f) It shall stand for club/caver individuality, consistent with the overall interests of caving (e.g., let's have 

no regionally-affiliated access control: we all like to visit each others' caves, after all.). 

g) It must be a strong, diplomatic negotiator: hence the importance of the above points. 

h) It must try to sort out its internal difficulties, such as slow communications, preferably by 

re-arrangement rather than by spending more money! That would go a long way to solving (e) above. 

i) It shall at all times remember it serves you and me, not vice versa! 

 

Idealism? Perhaps - but do we have any choice? 

 

BACK HOME 

 

Quite a bit of caving in this edition. France is featured, whilst other articles and Log entries give it 

something of a Welsh air. I noticed the Logbook entries are growing, so I decided to remove selected ones, 

round off the sentences (most are written slightly "telegrammatically"), add the odd explanatory point 

where necessary (where I can), and print them as articles in their own right. And why not? 

 

The M.N.R.C. helped with this edition. With the knowledge of other Committee members, I take the 

Logbook into Wells to photocopy it, preparing the Journal from the copies (it costs me money, but makes it 

easier for me). Last time I was there, the copier operator was an MNRC member. 

 

Good caving - and digging (there's a barrel at stake)! 

 

 

 

 

 

It is with great sorrow that we announce the deaths of MARY HENSLER and 

SHIRLEY ST. PIERRE. 

 

Mary Hensler's particular interest in caving was biology. She held the post of 

Biological Recorder to the Cave Research Group, and described and catalogued the 

very varied fauna of the Mendip caves, in "Limestones & Caves of the Mendip 

Hills". Although in recent years Mary was not a frequent visitor to Mendip, she was 

always very interested in the Club's activities. We extend our deepest sympathies to 

Eric. 

 

Shirley St. Pierre was not a WCC member, but was well-known to many members, 

particularly those who shared Shirley's and her husband David's interest in the 

caves of Norway. They had been exploring and recording these caves for many 

years, and among the tributes received at the funeral were ones from their 

Norwegian caving friends. (Aubrey Newport and Geoff Newton attended for the 

Wessex.). Our deepest sympathies go to David and their family. 
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NEW MEMBERS 

The Wessex Cave Club Welcomes: 
 

RICHARD ARTHUR BODIN. 16 Heath Ridge, Long Ashton, Bristol. 

SARAH ELLEN HALL. 13 Charter Court, Linden Grove, New Malden, Surrey. 

TOBY HUMPHREY FERGUSON. 22 Mallard Close, Mudeford, Christchurch, Dorset. 

ROBIN WILLIAM POTTER. 2 Telephone Buildings, Hallen, Bristol BS10 7RS. 

 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS. 

 

Mike Dewdney-York: 23 Northumberland Road, Redlands, Bristol BS6 7AZ. 

Duncan Frew: Brackens, Castledon Road, Downham, Billericay, Essex. 

Fred & Hannah Felstead: 47 Ashgrove Way, Bridgewater, Somerset. 

 

APPRECIATION. 

 

Mrs. Gibbons, of Eastwater Farm, thanks the Club very much for the flowers, sent to her whilst recovering 

from an accident recently. 

 

CLUB NEWS 
 

THEFTS. Members and guests are warned to take care of personal property, especially valuables: items 

have disappeared from Upper Pitts and elsewhere. 

 

H.Q. PROGRESS. Continues steadily. A caravan has been donated to the Club, by members, to use as a 

shed for storing spare timber and the like (not valuable equipment). Set up in the corner of the car park, and 

gutted (no, we did not leave the bunks in...), it will enable the new changing room to be cleared out. The 

three new showers are about complete, and problems with the hot-water system hopefully resolved. The 

Committee hopes to have the new changing room in use fairly soon now: there is still quite a bit of work to 

do but once done, work can start on the new Ladies' dormitory. Loans and donations to the Appeal are 

coming in nicely: the next major step will be having the new central heating system installed. The detailed 

specification for this has been prepared, asking for a modern, efficient installation which includes provision 

for a kit-drying rack, etc. 

 

Meanwhile of course, general maintenance of Hut and grounds must be kept up. The Club, and especially 

the faithful few who make up the Property Services Department and Estate Management Team ("Flymo" 

drivers, the latter!), would be most appreciative of a few more willing volunteers. Even if you are not a 

skilled building worker, you can still assist: the specialists on the Hut Works will show you what needs 

doing and how. Then there's always the lawn mowing and general tidying to be done. 

 

 
 

£50 DEPOSIT TO: Jim Moon, 49 Somerville Road, Bristol, BS7 9AD 

Payable to: ‘BERGER ’88’ Account
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THE 

WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

HEADQUARTERS BIRTHDAY APPEAL 
 

 

Nearly twenty years ago, our members raised the money to build Upper Pitts. They also gave freely of their 

time, energy and enthusiasm. 

 

For the last few years, our present members have shown a similar generous commitment to the 

improvement and expansion of caving facilities. The work progresses well, but slowly, through a lack of 

money. 

 

 

It is felt by the members of the 1986/87 Committee that the H.Q. could-and-should-be completed for its 

Twenty-First Birthday in 1990. This would represent a "Keeping of Faith" with past generations of cavers, 

and a clear investment and encouragement for the next. To this end, we appeal to members to make this 

project a reality:- 

 

Firstly, in the form of outright gifts of money. 

 

Secondly, in the form of interest-free, short-term, covenanted loans, in multiples of £25, repayable on 

Oct.1st 1991. 

 

We seek at least £2000 to complete the work as soon as possible. 

 

The Hon. Treasurer has worked out a budget for the next three years to enable us to make regular, fixed 

repayments of money lent, into a special account supervised by the Chairman, Hon. Treasurer of the day 

and one of the Trustees. They will supervise the Repayment Account, and of course the redemption of the 

loans. 

 

It is our belief that we can come to this Year's A.G.M. with the bulk of the work well on the way to 

completion, but to do this we need your support. The present Committee have such faith in this project that 

they have already pledged over £700 to the Covenanted Loan Fund. Please help. 

 

 

Details of how and where overleaf. 
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REGIONAL NOTES 
 

MENDIP 

 

HUNTERS' HOLE, being dug by the BEC, has yielded a sump - and bad air. This news broke in early 

August. 

 

SECURITY: A car was recently broken into at the G.B. layby. If you intend to park here - or at any other, 

fairly lonely spot - and leave the car unattended, make sure you leave nothing of value in it, especially on 

show. 

 

"CASUALTY", the TV hospital drama series, starts a new run this autumn, and one of the episodes will 

feature a cave rescue. The MRO were advisers to the programme makers, and some scenes were shot in 

Gough's Cave. 

 

SOUTH WALES 

 

Penwyllt was the venue for this year's BRITISH CAVE RESCUE COUNCIL CONFERENCE, which 

included demonstrations of techniques at the entrance of Dan-yr-Ogof. The Fire Service display of cliff 

rescue drew what Duncan Frew called "ironic" applause for its incredible lack of what we consider the most 

elementary precautions (belaying the hauling party!), while the contentious Special Rescue Unit showed 

lots of lovely expensive equipment, all excellent for normal uses (traffic accidents, building disasters, etc.) 

but no good for cave rescue. Lectures ranged from worthwhile to not very relevant: a demonstration of the 

"Ogofone", and of pitch rescue at DYO entrance balcony were very effective. The latter rounded off a CDG 

display of stretcher-floating, which could have done with deeper water but which nevertheless was a useful 

public-relations, as well as technical, exercise. An open forum of Wardens and delegates discussed 

common problems, including the need for sound liaison with the other emergency services. 

 

Some £60 000 of stolen caving, etc. equipment has been recovered as a result of Croydon Caving Club's 

observations: contact Merthyr Tydfil Police if you have had gear stolen. 

 

NORTH 

 

BAR POT. A highly-controversial proposal to establish an "adventure caving" venue in this cave was 

revealed when the planning application was published (the Wessex was informed via Keith Sanderson and 

Steve Gough: Keith had seen the proposal in the Estate Office). Basically, both pitches would be fitted with 

semi-free-standing scaffolding, containing ladders encased in wire mesh cages for safety. Additional safety 

fittings, a handrail at the top of the 100ft, and handlines elsewhere, are included, but no surface structures 

are planned. The cave will "be secured against unauthorised access", and small (sic) parties of 15 to 20 

would be led around by an "experienced" caver. The application does not mention access from outside or 

from within the system by cavers: this is purely a planning application concerned with the building works. 

The applicants promise the cave will not be damaged, though they point out masonry anchors will be used 

to secure the scaffolding to the wall. 

 

The applicants compare themselves to Whernside Manor in providing adventure caving, a growing 

business, consider it to be "educational", and think local hoteliers could advertise the scheme as an added 

holiday attraction for their guests. 

 

****** ****** ****** 

 

This page was typed to a suitably-subterranean background from Radio 4: a highly-earnest documentary 

programme on the Treacle Mines of Pendle (Lancs.) Oh well ... 
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THE 

WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

HEADQUARTERS BIRTHDAY APPEAL 
 

If you are able to make a donation or a loan, or have any specific enquiries, please contact the APPEAL 

SECRETARY, Michael Dewdney-York, on 0272-A-6835, between 8a.m. and 8p.m., or by letter to: 

 

Michael Dewdney-York, 

23 Northumberland Road, 

Redland, 

Bristol, 

BS6 7AZ. 

 

Thanks are due to the following for their generous help: 

 

R. Adams, A. & K. Clarke, D.M. & E. Thomson, R. Hyde, D. Grieves, P. & A. Moody. (also see last 

edition). 

 

The APPEAL FUND Total is now growing very well: at the Committee Meeting of 1st August 1987 it 

stood at 

£1398, so far. 

 

 

MENDIP NOTES (Continued). 

 

A new gate and lock were fitted to BROWN'S FOLLY MINE, replacing the vandalised work. The 

replacement lock and gate have themselves been removed, possibly by the same people. The CSCC are 

dealing with the matter. 

 

The Wessex Cave Club condemns such actions: this is criminal damage to another's property, and since 

cavers are the prime suspects, brings cavers into disrepute. 

 

Access problems at AXBRIDGE OCHRE MINE appear to have been resolved by the CSCC and the 

landowner. 

 

****** ****** ****** 

 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. 

 

Andy Ward reports gating of COLEY'S RIFT, a short slip-rift in an old quarry at Uley, near Dursley. This 

was done by a local naturalist trust, apparently because bats had been killed in there by glue-sniffers using 

the cave as a sniffing den! Andy discussed the matter with a member of the trust, whilst meeting about a bat 

colony Andy has been protecting (in an old building), and hopes some way of allowing cavers access will 

be found. (The Editor visited this rift some years ago: a short, dry, rather loose rift, similar to some of those 

on Portland, fairly typical of this type of cave.) 

 

PORTLAND. 

 

Weymouth & Portland Borough Council have gone into the "adventure-caving" game, including it in a 

variety of sports and pastimes sponsored by local firms (and English China Clays, in caving's case) for 

Summer-holidaying youngsters. The actual trips are run by the LEA's Youth Activities Centre, with several 

years' experience of youth-club caving on Portland. 
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Club Library Additions & Book Reviews 

compiled by the Editor 

 

This is by no means an exhaustive review of recent acquisitions by the Club, but rather a summary of a 

selection. 

 

MCG NEWS for May 1987 (No.193) features Sima GESM in a series on the Group's explorations in Spain 

and Mallorca. A rescue practice in Tynings Barrows Cave is detailed; useful lessons were learned. The 

possibility of communications equipment like the "Molephone" or "Ogofone" firing electrical detonators, a 

warning discussed at this year's MRO AGM, is shown, and fillers include two cuttings from "The 

Independent", on the White Scar Cave proposal and on cave archaeology (are there really "2:5 million 

undiscovered caves in Britain"?), mentioning a new technique for stripping calcite to uncover possible cave 

art behind it. 

 

The Wessex receives journals from quite a few clubs: Hades, ACG, BEC, Cerberus, Chelsea, RFDCC, 

Grampian, etc.. Cerberus (17 (2) Mar/Apr. 87) carries an article on Coniston Copper Mines. RFDCC 98 

(Mar 87) summarises proposed alterations to the laws governing explosives licensing. 

 

GRAMPIAN SPELEOLOGICAL GROUP Vol.5 No.2 (Mar.87) covers sea caves on the Black Isle, 

Traligill and the Cnoc Nan Uamh system, whilst its Editorial (by Alan Jeffreys) argues very strongly (but 

constructively) against the principle of fire-service cave-rescue teams, (as in South Wales). (A 

Surrey-based club have recently started joint mines rescue practices with the fire service, according to 

information I found recently: the extent of the latter's involvement is not detailed.) 

 

Foreign exchanges thrive. 

 

NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY NEWS (May 87): the NSS News is interesting not only for its 

accounts of American cave exploration, etc., but for its notes from time to time of what the foreigners are up 

to - including us! An impartial (more or less) observation on our debates of issues common to both 

countries' cavers - conservation affairs, technical matters, etc. - is often useful for its clarifying effect. This 

issue contains a lot on conservation, centered on the "Federal Cave Resources Protection Act". The 

impressive Rio Camuy Cave, in Puerto Rica, is the subject of a well-illustrated article. Now a show-cave, 

with fine formations, etc. A guide to Canadian laws as they apply to visitors includes the Canadian 

duty-free allowances: handy that! 

 

"REGARDS No.1" is the first journal of L'Union Beige de Speleologie: a sort of "Descent" / BCRA 

publications cross (sorry Mr. Bedford). Like these, it is a glossy bulletin aiming to encompass all aspects of 

caving. A valuable and interesting reference work: I wish it well. 

 

CANADIAN CAVER 19 (1) Spring 87 covers explorations in New Zealand, Dominican Republic, USA as 

well as Canada, and includes an article on techniques and one on Suunto instrument maintenance. 

 

The Club receives "Caves & Caving" and "British Caver", as a BCRA member-club. BCRA took over 

publication of "CURRENT TITLES IN SPELEOLOGY", still edited by Ray Mansfield, and we have CTIS 

for 1986 (pub.1987). So wide a field is speleology, that this massive catalogue is an indispensable aid to the 

serious researcher. I can vouch for its usefulness even for so apparently-straight-forward a task as 

organising a caving holiday in France. So many cavers are publishing so much information annually, that 

this index is vital. N.G. 
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Letter to the Editor 
 

THE WESSEX CHALLENGE 

 

Dear Hon. Sec., 

 

We would like the Committee to consider the following amendments to the Rules of the Wessex Challenge: 

 

1) The event should be non-profit making, any monies left over after covering expenses should be donated 

to the M.R.O. 

2) The Host Club may not hold, or organise, the event two years running. 

3) The Host Club should provide a Consolation Prize (e.g. a bottle of whiskey) for the runners-up. If the 

Host Club come first, they keep this prize and the Challenge is awarded to the team coming in second. 

 

We feel that the spirit in which this event was conceived is being lost, and unless these Rule changes are 

made there is a danger that the event will disappear from the social calendar. 

 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

(signatures) 

 

(regular members). 

 

 

(This letter was originally received by the Committee, who then submitted it to the Journal, anonymously, 

with the writers' permission. -Ed.) 

 

 

 

 

WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

 
 

 

AGM Hunters’ Lodge Inn, Priddy - 2.30pm 

 

DINNER Star Hotel, Wells - 7.30 for 8pm 

 

 SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1987 
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CARAVANSERAI CYMRU 
 

-'TAV' 

 

(This started as a Log entry, but its length and content called for its treatment as a separate report, with a 

reference in the "From The Log" section. -Editor) 

 

The Welsh weekend of 13/14th June 1987 was a trial run for Pete Hann's caravan - its first outing. Luxury! 

Pete had acquired it, secondhand, rather shabby but basically sound, and had soon refurbished it, helped by 

a few other Club members. 

 

13th. Day out in West Wales (Gower). Duncan Frew, Pete Hann, Gary Smith, Maggie McPherson and Rob 

Taviner went on a tourist trip in LLYGAD LLWCHWR. There is a lot to go for here: no wonder the divers 

are banging underwater. 

 

After the pub, Glan Gwenlais Quarry and the entrance to OGOF GLAN GWENLAIS. We didn't bother 

going in as it sounds horrible. Numerous other holes in the quarry were looked at, including one phreatic 

passage that dropped straight to deep water. Further up the road, we visited Derwyddon Quarry; P.H. & 

D.F. forgot they were in Wales and started digging a few draughting holes, gaining about 20 feet in one. 

 

Meanwhile, Tav visited OGOF PANT-Y-LLYN, a recent discovery. Entering via the Upper Entrance 

(OGOF DERWYDDON) involves a gross mud duck some 20 feet long, the only useable air-space was full 

of mosquitoes. The duck leads straight into the very large Main Chamber, which is a steeply-sloping 

bedding. Heading directly across the chamber, a short crawl leads to a very large phreatic tube, well 

decorated, with a stream. Exited via a loose, muddy boulder choke out of the lower entrance, from the lower 

end of the Main Chamber, and involving another gross mud duck. A fine cave, obviously part of something 

major. The potential round here is good, and must be worth a digging weekend sometime. 

 

14th. Pete, Dunc and Tav looked at a couple of interesting sites above Ystradfellte. Tav looked down THE 

HOLE BY THE WALL: a tight entrance led to a crawl through dead sheep and bang wire to a tight, steep 

rift. The dig looks pretty long-term, but draughts well. 

 

Y GWAL is a scaled-down version of Pant Mawr Pot. A collapse leads to a large passage, choked after 

about 100 feet. There's more to this cave than the guide-book states - a blasted rift at the foot of the boulder 

choke leads to a development at a lower level, with a stream. I crawled a fair distance, but didn't reach the 

end. 

 

This is an interesting area. Three distinct collapse lines can be traced running down from Pant Mawr, all 

three converge down-valley from Y Gwal. A large collapse has occurred here recently, which no-one seems 

to be digging. It appears fairly open, and with 400 feet depth and ½ to 1 mile length, potent potentials, to the 

resurgence opposite PORTH-YR-OGOF a session is planned. Watch this space! The scale of the collapse 

would suggest something biggish down below. 

 

We finished off the day with a photographic session in Porth-yr-Ogof. 

 

 

 

AGEN ALLWELD 20th June. Nick Pollard, Geoff Newton, Duncan Price (BUSS), John Stevens (Chelsea 

SS). 5½ hrs digging at Snow Boat (off Southern Stream Passage). Nick & Geoff out via Grand Circle: many 

thanks Geoff for superb 12 hour trip. -Nick Pollard. 

 

WOOKEY HOLE 24th June. Rich Warman, Rich Stevenson. Photographic dive, 0 to 1. Vis 10 metres. 

 -R.W. 
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50 YEARS AGO 
 

FROM W.C.C. CIRCULARS 24 (June 1937) and 25 (July 1937) 

 

Most of C.24 was devoted to publicising the British Spelaeological Association Conference, whose 

activities included an Exhibition - open to the public on the afternoon of the Saturday - and a Public 

Lecture. 

 

The latter was given by Prof. L'abbe H. Breuil, on "Some French and Spanish Caves". Free tickets were 

available on application. 

 

The Conference, on July 23-26, was open, free to all B.S.A. members, Non-Members 5/-. Club members' 

admission fee to the Exhibition was 1/-. 

 

"Extensive work of construction is being carried on" in Lamb Leer. The cave was closed to all touring 

parties for the duration of the Conference. Access was controlled anyway: members signed indemnities, 

whilst non-members required the written permission of two of the caves's Trustees "on the prescribed 

form". 

 

C.25 carried more details of the Conference. 

 

"July 22nd-28th. A film made in Lamb Leer will be shewn" in Bristol. 

 

"July 31st-August 8th. August camp at H.Q." 3/- per head per day, and trips down "all the big caves and 

excavations will be carried out". 

 

"Lamb Leer will be open to Club members on the Afternoon of Sunday July 25th when the cave will be 

fully illuminated". This must have been an impressive spectacle. Generally Club and local B.S.A. members 

were requested to avoid major caves during the Conference. 

 

DUVENHAGE VIRUS - A NEW RABIES 
 

The following summarises an extract submitted by GEOFF NEWTON, from NEW SCIENTIST 20th 

March 1987. 

 

An encephalitis related to common rabies is infecting Northern European bats. Though not yet found in 

British bats, public health and Ministry of Agriculture scientists are have been testing any bats brought to 

them since May 1986. M.A.F.F. think bat species differences may confine the disease to the Continent, but 

are nevertheless keeping watch. 

 

The disease was first identified in a fatal case in South Africa in the early 70's, and may have come to 

Europe via fruit shipments, though World Health Organisation biologists admit it could have originated in 

Europe. A Finnish bat biologist died in 1985, following too-late treatment, but the same year, a Danish 

woman was treated successfully after she had been bitten by a bat carrying the virus (named "Duvenhage 

virus"). Ordinary rabies treatment will work against Duvenhage infection. 

 

Worried W.H.O. officers recommend that European spelunkers (sic) and bat biologists obtain protection 

against rabies, and that anyone bitten by a bat is automatically treated for rabies (as in North America, 

where 1 in 25 bats carry rabies itself). 

 

Bat biologists, on the other hand, are concerned for the animals, hoping that the infection is not used to 

excuse wholesale killing of bats, both on conservation grounds, and because this may not be an effective 

control of the disease anyway. 

REFERENCE: MacKenzie, Debora, "New Bat Rabies..." New Scientist 20/Mar.87 p.25. 
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NORTH WALES SUITE 
-Nigel Graham 

 

 

PRELUDE & PHEW 

 

Duncan Frew has Logged the Bank Holiday Weekend walking holiday in the Yorkshire Dales. "Everyone 

was leaking in the sun", he says of the Three Peak party. He's not exaggerating: the slog up onto Whernside, 

especially, was particularly hot, not the least because we chose about the steepest bit to go up, direct from 

the bridge over the railway S. of Blea Moor Tunnel. Still, to quote Dunc again, "One more up, and two 

downs to go!" once on Whernside. 

 

About 9½ hours for the approx. 23 miles, counting two brief "dry" refreshment stops at the Station and Hill 

Inns: not a bad time, according to other walkers we spoke to. 

 

The group walking on Ingleborough the previous day included two walking and climbing friends of Malc 

Foyle's, Andy and Ann. They suggested to me that, as I was planning to visit Snowdonia, the Carneddau 

and the Glyders provide worthwhile tours without the crowds to be encountered on Snowdon itself. 

 

Most of the party returned home on Monday evening, but Pete Hann and Sandra Mackenzie, Clive Barlow 

and I stayed overnight (courtesy CPC). Next morning, we left in different directions, Pete's trio to 

elsewhere in the Dales while I set off for North Wales, via an ignominious halt in the narrowest part of 

Ingleton ("Lucas" rotor arms in "Ducilier" distributors are not a recipe for reliability: though it had done 

hundreds of miles before finally giving up!). Whilst thus engaged, I went to the assistance of a disabled man 

whose electric wheelchair strap had come undone, threatening to topple him into the road. I did not mind in 

the least being able to help him, but one might have thought someone else in this busy street, realising my 

hands were thick with oil by then, would have done so. 

 

Away again, I decided to go South over the Forest of Bowland. This high, mainly rather desolate moorland 

plateau is usually something one just drives by to and from the Dales, hence my interest. The Southern 

fringe is dissected by lovely wooded valleys, at least partly in limestone (with some known caves, I 

believe). Spotting tips and old railway lines, I stopped to investigate what I thought were old mine 

entrances: no, just an open quarry, long disused. I was surprised to find there, the forlorn ruins of a steam 

crane, rusting away - usually all plant is removed on closure. 

 

 

4/4 & SYMPHONY FOR HARP 

 

I had 3 main objectives in North Wales: a photographic tour of the Ffestiniog Railway, a visit to Llecwedd 

Slate Caverns, and the walking. In the event I visited Syngun Copper Mine as well. 

 

The beautiful weather continuing, albeit with a lot of haze, I stocked up with film, bought a return 

Porthmadoc - Blaenau Ffestinig ticket and attained objectives 1 & 2 in one day. Sitting at the rear of the 

train, I was able to take advantage of the sharp curves to take photos from some pretty unusual angles, as we 

clattered along to the sharp bark of the steam loco's exhaust (hence the sub-title). 

 

They are on the ball, the good people of Blaenau: the slate trade, the basis of the town and of the railway, 

declining, they turned to tourism so effectively that everything works together: the Ffestiniog Railway acts 

as a service link between two British Rail stations, and a bus service links the terminus with Llechwedd and 

Gloddfa Ganol Mines, which are a short way away from the town. I walked. Actually, I'd missed the bus. 

 

Which mine to visit? I read the advertising boards, and settled for Llechwedd. There, two mine trips are 

available; an adit series, and the Deep Level. Naturally, one pays for each, separately, though a discounted 

combined ticket offer for the Bank Holiday week looked attractive enough. 
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Into the adit first, by mine train. A brief break into daylight a little way in heralds the modern slate 

workings. The slate beds lie on a steady dip, perhaps 20 - 30°, overlain by granite, etc. The modern mine is 

opencast, by simply blasting the caprock away from the old levels then quarrying the slate itself from the 

pillars. 

 

Stopping at two mine faces, in sizeable chambers - the word used here - we were shown the old method of 

hand-drilling, the slate being blasted down, roughly split into large blocks then hauled out for sawing and 

splitting. This was, like all early miners' work, hard, unhealthy and dangerous work. Toiling by candlelight, 

standing in a loop of chain on the outward-sloping face (they worked UP-dip), the rockman's job was a 

pretty grim skill. Assuming an accident did not claim you, disease probably would: bronchitis and silicosis 

were rife. 

 

The Deep Level tour appeared to be intended as much a memorial to the miners as a museum of mining 

technique. Entered by a purpose-made car winched down a steep incline to 400ft depth (they said. It was 

difficult to tell, but it did not seem so deep a ride. Admittedly, the view from the car was very limited.). A 

further descent by stairs ends at the present flood level, some 600 ft above the bottom of the mine. 

Considering the altitude of the mine, I asked if drainage soughs, rather than pumps, were ever used. They 

were not. 

 

I find taped commentaries, mannekin "miners", etc. rather self-conscious, and slightly embarrassing. To be 

fair though, these mines, and other museums, must try to appeal to the "ordinary" (non-specialist) tourist as 

well as to those with specialist interests and knowledge. Adjusting our placcy hats, we followed the 

sound-and-lights trail through a series of impressive chambers. The lake chamber, the largest of this tour, is 

one of the best-lit show-sites I've seen: subtle, and subdued. Little talk here; the tape played Celtic harp 

music. Previously, we had heard a "ghost" Victorian miner telling us of his life and times, complete with 

simulated gunpowder accident, all a little put on. I found the lake chamber a somewhat moving experience, 

however. 

 

Back upstairs, as it were, I browsed around the industrial exhibits, and watched demonstrations of 

slate-splitting. I didn't give the rest of the plant in that building more than a glance though: sawing 

machines. I was on a week's holiday from operating a sawing machine. Lunch? The "Miners' Arms": (of 

course). Yes, a pub on the site. Well, had I not been underground twice that morning? 

 

Swapping experiences with a friend later, he suggested the Gloddfa Ganol mine has more on show. I do not 

know if this still the case though, he did admit his trip had been some years ago ("On our honeymoon - very 

romantic", his wife put in.). 

 

 

"THE HILLS' ARE ALIVE" 

 

Thursday dawned wet. Drizzle from low, grey cloud pattered on the car roof (camping?...), the mountains 

were totally obscured. Just the job for hill walking. I turned on the radio, for the R4 weather forecast. That 

promised clearing later, indeed, by the time I'd finished breakfast, the cloud had lifted grudgingly. I studied 

the map again: The Glyders via Tryfan (Heather Terrace) down via Cwm Idwal. I decided to Do The Right 

Thing and leave an ETR somewhere. 

 

I never realised that that could be so difficult to do. 

 

My route to the YHA Hostel - the starting point - in Nant Ffrancon passed Plas-Y-Brenin, at Capel Curig. 

"obvious" I thought, after all, the sign outside proclaimed this as "The National Centre for Mountain 

Activities". Now, had I done so, no doubt I would have been welcomed for taking the trouble to seek local 

advice (local weather and summit conditions, and an ETR point). Unfortunately, the place put me off. A 

rambling building whose style owes something to, er, something, its general air of officialdom and 

professionalism, backed by assorted "NO" signs (NO parking - staff only, etc.) exudes the sort of managed 
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atmosphere I go to the caves and the hills to escape from. Intimidated, I drove on. "Castell Brenin". 

The Youth Hostel seemed immediately friendlier, surrounded as it was by hordes of excitable Youths and 

recalcitrant mini-buses. I waited for the young adventurers to depart, then found a warden. 

 

"We're closing now, it's ten o' clock", she said, brightly. Caught a little off-balance by this (I'm not versed in 

YHA ways), I hastily explained. It turned out I knew more about the weather than she did. 

 

"Try the Ranger's office, over there", she advised. It was closed, but a notice gave the local weather station 

number. Over to tea kiosk: "Where's the phone, please?". 

 

"There" - behind Plas-y-Brenin/Sports Council mini-buses. No code book. Back to kiosk, "Code for 

Llanberis, please". Back to telephone. Ring...ring... no-one in. By now, I was feeling proverbially spare. 

Back to kiosk, this time for a pie and cuppa. "Sod it!" I thought, "I'm going up that hill". Oh, for a nice 

friendly club hut with a blackboard on the wall. I set off. 

 

Almost immediately, I passed a club hut. "Please respect our privacy", the sign on the door said, followed 

by a long list of please-do-not-ask-fors, signed Birmingham L.E.A. 

 

I located Tryfan's "end" - it is a massive spur from the main Glyder ridge. The cloud was still below the 

tops, but lifting gradually. Despite my care, I eventually found myself horribly close to becoming 

crag-bound near the Milestone Buttress area, just below the cloud base. The path had ascended a steep gully 

then faded out in boulders, scree and general oh gorblimey. The spareness had been replaced by an angry 

determination, but now I felt lonely and unhappy. Don't say I've to retreat to the bottom of the cwm: the 

wide path along it was a mocking brown thread, far below. Looking down from the gully, I suddenly 

spotted a stile and a very faint path, hidden from below. Could it be the Heather Terrace...? I approached it. 

A rocky but wide ledge. Heather! (lucky girl... No!) I trotted along, ascending gradually, just below the 

upper cliffs of Tryfan, to the col, down a bit, up a bit, then the Miners' Track, an easy path over the ridge. 

 

West, past Tryfan: a vicious-looking craggy ridge whose appearance made me glad I had used the Terrace. 

The cloud was well up now. Glyder Fach: a rounded summit on this broad ridge, marked by, well, a boulder 

ruckle. There are some really odd rock formations up there. To the NE. the great humps of the Carneddau 

lay under the dark clouds like beached whales. Glyder Fawr: a spiky pinnacle at the otherwise-indefinite 

summit. A chat here with another soloist, who had driven up from Surrey to do this; on a day trip. Then 

down a little - oops, wrong way! I had only tried rounding an incredible phantasmagoria of a bunch of 

pinnacles by traversing the headwall of Cwm Cneifion instead of using the ridge itself. Sunshine! Pity 

about the haze in Nant Ffrancon and Llanberis valleys. 

 

Down now, a long, long descent among screes and small bluffs into the deep Cwm Idwal. This is a 

biological and geological nature reserve. I was puzzled by small areas of completely-fenced ground. I learnt 

later that these are experimental, to establish the effects of preventing grazing. (Ungrazed land will become, 

depending on conditions, unproductive, monotonous scrub, or, eventually, woodland.). An easy path out: I 

was glad to note the use of stone to re-inforce the paths, rather than incongruous timber. I reached the Youth 

Hostel (below Cwm Idwal) about 7hrs after leaving it, counting the time lost on Tryfan. A very enjoyable 

and worthwhile round-trip; I am grateful to Andy & Ann for suggesting the Glyders. There were quite a few 

people about but it did not feel crowded. Next time? Well, a traverse of the entire ridge would be a fine 

walk, preferable using a bus or a second car to cut out a long, rather uninspiring road march. Or, the 

Carneddau. 

 

 

HEAVY METAL 

 

Unknown to me until I passed the entrance and its sign, was the existence of SYNGUN COPPER MINE. 

This 19th Century mine has been open to the public since Easter 1986. Considerable engineering was 

needed to convert it to a showmine, indeed I thought it contains a bit too much steelwork. One notable 
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feature though of the conversion, is the care that has been taken to preserve and protect the 

stemples-and-deads floors, forming a roof to parts of the tourist route, whilst rendering them safe. R.S.J.s 

have been bolted across the gallery, topped with steel mesh, giving a full view of these floors while still 

supporting them. 

 

Unusually for this area, the mine contains some stal. Considering most of the rock here is volcanic or 

derivatives, and slates, this seems odd. Possibly a small lens of limestone or calcareous sandstone lies 

above (The main formations are caged, but I closely examined a tiny patch of flowstone nearby.) 

 

Again, taped commentaries and "stuffed miners": at least the Syngun neon "candles" were assisted by 

hidden spotlights which gave a realistic effect. Those at Llechwedd were each as bright as a glow-worm 

with a headache. 

 

This is a small-scale development, but a creditable one. The visitor may watch a video, on continuous play, 

and study photographs, all on display in the reception building, of the conversion work. One of the photos is 

of a cave diver in the mine's lower levels: I tried to find his identity, but all anyone knew was that he was 

from Birmingham. The reception room is naturally a souvenir shop as well, but I was impressed by the 

well-stocked book rack, whose contents ranged from industrial archaeology to OS maps, and various 

walking, climbing and caving books. Syngun Mine is situated just outside Beddgelert: this whole area is a 

mecca for the industrial archaeologist 

 

As at Llechwedd Deep Mine, Syngun visitors have to wear hard-hats. You could tell the guide apart: he was 

whose placcy hat dangled over his shoulder, even underground, on the end of a battered Oldham's lead. 

 

 

D.S. AL FIN 

 

Friday: departure day, in damp weather. A brief nature-trail walk (what? our Hon. Ed. on a Nature Trail 

after all he's said about them?? Read on...) gave a few last photo opportunities, near Beddgelert. This walk 

was on part of the long-gone Welsh Highland Railway (narrow-gauge) trackbed. The WHR had been a 

speculative venture, attracting traffic that never really existed. Its remains provide some pleasant walks - 

and the weird experience of walking through a 300 yard tunnel with neither lamp nor helmet. The other 

tourists there seemed to think nothing of it, indeed it is simply a walk on even ground in the dark - but we're 

used to lamps & helmets even for Aveline's Hole! 

 

Wound up the week with a gentle run back to Mendip, visiting friends en route. Back, to.re-arrange various 

bits of cave for Messrs Hensler, Hann and Johnson - and for a pint (or 2 or..) in the Hunters'. 

 

 -N.G. 

 

 

Three Peaks Walk (Horton base): approx 23 miles. Total ascent 1359m / 4456ft. 

 

Glyders tour (Llyn Ogwen, YH base). approx. 8 miles+. Total ascent 741m / 2430ft. 

  (Glyder Fawr: 999m / 3275ft) 
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More Trifles in France 
— Tony Bennett 

Part 1 

 

It is about three years since Steph wrote of our trip down the Grotte de Bury in Vercors, on our way home 

from Greece [1]. 

 

In May 1986 we were back in Vercors, accompanied by Nick Thompson of HUBCAPS, to attempt to reach 

the bottom of the 582 m deep Scialet de la Combe de Fer. This is situated above Correncon-en-Vercors and 

has three main routes, the Principal, Belges and Juin. The Juin is horribly tight and generally runs roughly 

perpendicular to the rest of the cave. It is seldom visited. Below the third pitch the Principal and Belges 

offer alternative routes to the lower streamway, rejoining at -380 m. The Belges takes the water but is the 

more popular route. The Reseau Principal is more awkward but has the advantage of being dry. The upper 

part of the cave comprises big pitches alternating with tight meanders, making transport of tackle difficult. 

The lower streamway is flood prone. There are 17 pitches (via the Reseau Principal) to the second, terminal 

sump. The Combe de Fer could be thought of as three deep, wet Yorkshire pots stacked one on the next. 

 

Nick and I first descended the cave while caving with Hull University in 1980 [2]. Six of us had reached a 

depth of 380 m on a 21 hour trip using a travelling ladder system but the available surveys and descriptions 

of the cave had not made sense [3,4]. In particular we had 'lost' a 45 m pitch and as a consequence doubted 

the claimed depth. The club decided to return in 1981 to resurvey the cave down to the second sump via the 

Reseau Principal. A camp was set up in the Grandes Salles at -350m and we surveyed to within 60 m of the 

bottom of the cave. It was only during the detackling trip that we finally found the last pitch beyond a 

boulder collapse in the Salle du Bazaar [5]. 

 

The first time I met Steph was in the beer tent at Gaping Gill in the summer of 1982. I recall he had 

prompted me to speak at length on Combe de Fer, but it was not until February '86 before I let him persuade 

me to go back there. This was originally as a two man attempt to reach the bottom and complete the HUSS 

survey, with a tackling trip to Grandes Salles, a push to the bottom and a detackling trip, over a period of 5 

days. When Nick showed an interest in the project we were both secretly relieved to have a third person 

along to carry the bags. When we left Sheffield at the end of May, there were six of these, containing over 

500 m of rope, mostly 9 mm Beal, rigging gear, food, first aid kits, other emergency equipment, and a 10" 

long wooden stemple for the head of the 14th pitch. 

 

The cave is reached by a strenuous walk through steep forest and over lapiaz, and takes between 45 minutes 

and an hour. We ferried the gear up to the hut at the entrance on the Sunday, whilst Bob Geldof and the rest 

of the world were running for Ethiopia. The following morning we set off down the cave at 11 am (glad to 

get out of the sun) to tackle the first eight pitches along the Principal route. This took longer than anticipated 

and we finally turned round at 9 pm, leaving the remaining tackle at the head of the 60 m, 8th pitch into the 

Grandes Salles (at -310 m) but taking with us the first aid kit and some food. On returning to the third pitch 

we found that the cave was in flood. After some discussion, we decided to sit it out in the second meanders, 

preferring to wait lower in the cave but remain dry rather than risk being trapped in the wet upper sections. 

 

It was a long, cold and uncomfortable night huddled together, but would have been worse if we had not all 

had thin polythene bivvi bags, which really help to keep out the draughts. Helly Hansen polypropylene 

underwear ('Lifawear') is also to be recommended. At 7 am we got up and found the water had dropped 

enough to attempt an escape. Stiff and tired we surfaced to a dull cloudy day at 1 pm, 26 hours after entering 

the cave. 

 

This had all been a rather unsettling experience. For one thing, apart from a few people back in Sheffield, 

nobody even knew that we were in the cave. There would have been no rescue had we been stuck there all 

week. We had 4 days left before returning home so any hope of bottoming the cave now looked bleak. The 

prime concern was to recover the gear, which was due to go out to Canada in July. We made some 

arrangements for a call out in the event of being trapped again and waited for the weather to improve. Over 
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the next three days it got progressively worse, intermittently raining and snowing. The fourth day started 

out sunny although by the time we had walked up to the entrance it was clouding over. The caving gear we'd 

left in the hut was frozen. Steph thought it too risky to go down. I disagreed and felt we should at least try to 

get some of the gear out. Nick thought that two could travel faster than three and this would leave someone 

on the surface to raise the alarm if necessary. Nick and I both felt pretty good, so Steph stayed on the surface 

and the two of us set off down with the aim of getting as much gear out as we could safely manage. We 

reached the top of the Grandes Salles pitch in three hours. The draughts in the meanders had been very 

strong, suggesting a lot of water lower down the cave. We repacked the bags, throwing out some old rope, 

food and carbide and began the long job of dragging gear out of the cave. Getting tackle through the first set 

of meanders and up the pitches to the bottom of the big rubble slope at -90 m had always been the worst part 

of the trip. In 1981 there had been 12 tackle bags and as many smaller items to move. This time there were 

only 4 big bags and two small ones but it was another 5 hours before we reached the top of the first pitch to 

be met by Steph waiting there anxiously. The three of us crawled up the 30 degree slope, past the ice 

columns, towards the faint silhouette of the entrance. It had taken us 9 hours during which time it had rained 

heavily and the snow had melted. We were lucky. The gamble paid off but Steph had been right. We carried 

everything down to the car and drove to the nearest bar. While Steph went to phone Sheffield, Nick and I 

ordered the drinks. It went something like this. 

 

Me "Six bieres, s'il vous plait" 

Barman "Oui monsieur, Deux bieres" 

Me "Non, non! SIX" 

 

As far as I know the Combe de Fer still remains unbottomed by any British group. It is difficult to find 

pleasant things to say about the cave, although there are some fine formations below -500 m. Many folk I 

know who have been into the Combe de Fer vow never to go back at the time, but soon forget the misery 

and find themselves there again. It may be some kind of magnetism on the part of the cave, or perhaps it’s 

just not wanting to be beaten. Either way, whilst I don't much relish the prospect, I find it hard to believe 

that one day I won't try 'just one more time' to reach that elusive terminal siphon. 

 

Many thanks to Dave Gill for the loan of the Untamed River Expedition rope and to the Sheffield Star for 

the three articles on the trip, despite their confusing the identities of Steph and myself a little more each 

time. 
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WAVE POWER: AN IDEA FROM A CAVE. 

 

S. A. STEVENS (F.I.E.E.), writing in the Institution of Electrical Engineers journal, describes the 

disadvantages of tidal-power schemes: costly civil engineering, no power generated during slack water, 

require a river estuary, and obstruct shipping. He says wave-power does not have these problems as they 

require exposure to the open sea. He then describes a natural feature whose principle may form the basis for 

wave-power generation, by building suitable replicas harnessed to turbines: 

 

"At Kiama, on the east coast of Australia 75 miles South of Sydney, a freak of Nature shows the way". A 

sea-cave runs some way inland from a promontory, horizontally, then turning upwards to emerge in a 

saucer-shaped depression. Water from waves striking the entrance travels along the passage, then is forced 

upwards "well above sea-level to be caught in (the) depression and returned to the sea". 

 

The cave has not been utilised for anything, though it is a tourist attraction, but Mr. Stevens suggests 

imitating the structure on "a civil engineering scale would be relatively easy". The water collected in the 

reservoir would drive turbines as it returns to the sea, whilst the problem of the rising and falling tides at the 

entrance, though requiring some ingenuity to overcome, is not insurmountable. 

 

REF. STEVENS, S.A. "Advantages of Wave Power", Letter to 'Electronics & Power' (J.I.E.E.), July 1987, 

p.431. 

 

 

'ONE MAN AND HIS BOG' 

 

The following extracts (with map and cartoon) are from: 

ONE MAN AND HIS BOG by BARRY PILTON, published by Corgi Books at £1.95. 

 

Thanks are due to Transworld Publishers Ltd for permission to use this extract, and to Ric Halliwell for 

obtaining permission and submitting the extract. 

© Barry Pilton 1986. 

 

(The author, walking the Pennine Way, had chosen hostel accommodation rather than camping . . . ) 
 

It was a wise choice. A familiar and comic sight at Ponden Hall had been grotesquely-overladen campers trying to 

post Le Creuset saucepans and cutlery trays back to their parents; the second-hand market in unused camping 

equipment is nowhere finer than along the first 50 miles of the Pennine Way. To spend the days bent double in agony 

to gain the benefit of nights spent crumpled, cold and insect-chewed is a dubious bargain. And yet, despite 

everything, I would have paid twice any going rate to a passing tent salesman on that never-ending road that night. 

It was nearly dark when I arrived at the hostel. This time, for once, the hostel was not closed, nor was it shut for 

repairs; it was bursting with lights and life. It was full. 

An hour’s urgent enquiries revealed that the whole of Yorkshire was full. Not only was there no room at the inn, even 

the stables were double-booked. At that precise moment, to my gall, every available Dales mattress was in the 

manicured possession of some pink, perspiring person relaxing after a hard day’s coach tour and several hours of 

intensive tourism. 

It was gone midnight when an empty pot-holing club at Horton-in-Ribblesdale was unlocked for me. The evening’s 

climax to a glorious day’s walk was not as I had planned. I do not wish to seem ungrateful, but pot-holer’s 

accommodation is clearly designed to toughen them up for potholing. The sleeping area was like open-plan police 

cells, but without the mod. cons. The bunks were just bare benches, and the temperature was so low that I had to dress 

for bed. I had also been ten hours without a meal, and the only food available was bread and water without the bread. 

And what was more, with the lights off, the whole building echoed to strange sounds, easily identifiable as the habits 

of ghosts and mad axe-men. I was by now exhausted, freezing, starving and close to snivelling. If all this could 

happen to me in a well-populated English village, it made me wonder whether my plans for the Amazon the 

following year were over-optimistic. Getting to sleep that night was the toughest challenge of the walk so far. 
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I had just managed it when the first pot-holer of the 

day arrived. It was 5 a.m. I was bleary-eyed and 

bleary-bodied. We exchanged greetings and I 

quickly made clear and firm disclaimers to being a 

pot-holer, for fear lest I be suddenly roped up and 

taken down a large hole. I have strong views on 

pot-holing. I regard a pot-hole as the least attractive 

orifice on earth, and pot-holing has for me the same 

charm as exploring someone else’s nostril with your 

index finger. It does not surprise me at all that its 

practitioners wear the sort of rubber gear only found 

in the seediest of sex shops. 

As more and more pot-holers began seeping through 

the door, I gave the limp arms of Morpheus the 

elbow, and got up, not that it was a difficult decision. 

The night had brought back all those bleak teenage 

memories of trying to sleep on floors after awful 

teenage parties, except that here the hard boards had 

not been softened by alcohol, nor had there been the 

remotest possibility of a grope to keep me warm. 

Even up, I felt down and out. My body felt 

unpleasantly coated in grease and grime, as if I had 

been on British Rail overnight, but since I thought it 

a more pleasant feeling than the cold shower on 

offer, I resigned myself to being undesirable for the 

day. And then I set a new world record for departure 

times. The rucksack had merely to be picked up, not 

packed up, and breakfast was equally soon over, 

there being a limited number of ways to prepare 

fresh water. I made my excuses, as they say, and left. 

No sooner was I outside than I felt unexpectedly 

enthusiastic, even if blurred in mind and vision. All 

around lay the dawn, a time of day I had previously 

only seen in photographs. An invigorating freshness 

was abroad - were I being trained by Wordsworth, I 

would have said that the world had been sprinkled 

with nature’s eau-de-cologne - and I felt glad to be 

alive as I started back, conscientiously, to climb 

Penyghent from where I had left off. Everywhere, 

birds were singing, and dew was thick on the ground. 
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FROM THE LOG 
 

Charterhouse Cave 

 

12th April 1987. Pete Hann, Duncan Frew, Paul Lambert, Nick Pollard, Nigel Graham. P.H., N.P., N.G.: 

more cement in end boulders, rest collecting gravel and sunbathing! 

31st May. P.H., N.G., Graham Johnson. More cement in end boulders. 

7th June. P.H., N.G. More cement, etc. Thanks, Gen & Tav, for ferrying sand down there. 3hrs. NG. 

 

Eastwater Cavern 

 

3rd May. Pete & Alison Moody. Had a good look around Regent Street, searching for possible bypasses to 

the sump below Lolly Pot. Chose the rift between Regent St. and Threadneedle St.; there's a bit of a draught 

and a good echo from a miniscule eyehole at the end. Alison completed the link between Regent and Greek 

Streets (found out afterwards that there had only been a handshake connection before). Pushed the beddings 

downstream of Snotrun Aven to enter short length of high, narrow rift with no way on. Also connected 

beddings across to those first encountered coming in from the Magic Fountain - not a recommended route. 

Very enjoyable trip. 

9/l0th May. P. & A. M., +Pete solo. Regent Street area. Continued dig started previous week. Broke 

through barrier, but passage swings right then left, preventing look on. Further digging down the floor 

should see us through 

29th May. G.J., N.P. Commenced rift pot dig in 2nd Rift Chamber. Didn't look very promising; maybe a 

small charge will give us a bit more room. Moved about 20 buckets of spoil, clearing about 2ft of rubble, 

also cleared the approach passage of some b-y big boulders. 

5th June. G.J., N.P. Cleared as much rubble as we could, very awkward to work in: definately needs 

banging before continuing any further. Cave extremely wet. 

6th July. P. & A. M., G.N. Digging session at choke at bottom end of Canyon where it swings off right 

(below Crossroads, before S-Bend). Opened things out quite successfully, however passage continues to 

drop steeply and is half- choked with liquid mud. Not nice. -P.M. 

 

Portland 

 

6th May . While rest of crew continued GROVE CLIFF DIG, N.G. showed 2 MEG members, Nick Poole 

and Harold -?, access to the Westcliff caves before returning to Grove to womble around Flagpole & Guano 

Rifts. 

3rd June. N.G., Phil Strong, Martin Crocker. Grove Dig: Oh Dear, now where? The waterworn passage 

steps up, then has been totally wrecked by mass-movement rifts. We've been digging "upstream", and since 

the cave is in the upper beds of limestone anyway, it's now hopeless. Next phase is COFFIN HOLE, 

"known" to run below this dig somewhere, 50ft below, so lots, of rift clearing next. 

17th June. Grove area: Phil & Martin continued the dig (down the rift now). N.G. had somehow become 

saddled with a bunch of apprentices on their 1st caving trip, part of their Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme 

activities. Dragged out all the old helmets and carbides I'd accumulated over the years, went round Guano 

& Flagpole Rifts with the beginners. Don't mind individual beginners, don't want to end up too involved 

with these sorts of organisations. 

24th June. N.G. threw the apprentices at Sandy Hole, then joined P.S. 8c M.C. at GROVE CLIFF DIG. 

 -N.G. 

 

Swildons Hole 

 

30th May. HENSLER'S DIG. N.G. Short session, but about time I did some more work in it! 

14th June. ROLLING THUNDER. Aubrey Newport, N.P., G.J. Set some bang off. 

21st June. ROLLING THUNDER. A.N., G.J. Fired & retired. 

6th June. SHATTER POT DIG. N.G. Short session, first for ages. Cleared a few buckets of spoil. 
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Warren Farm Swallet 

 

2nd May. P. & A.M., J-Rat. A happy hour spent trying to clear debris from boulder choke. One particular 

brute of a boulder took b-y ages to manoeuvre clear, J-Rat succeeding just as I finished preparing a magic 

hammer for it. The way on can now be seen; a gap between boulders no-one dared to enter. Put a charge on 

the lower bedding before leaving for surface. Used J-Rat's winch to lift dead sheep (see 28/3) from entrance 

and dump it down the old shaft, along with two maggot-ridden lambs found near the old winch. 

39th May. P. & A.M., N.P. Good furgle in the lower bedding area by Red Deer Passage. Pete Smart had 

pointed out that the scalloping indicated that the water had gone up this passage and that it might be a good 

lead. We found 30-40 feet (<50ft though!) in the right area, but it just ran into boulders on the fault. Also 

went to the bottom dig; enormous amount of clearing required. 

 -P.M. 

 

Welsh’s Green Swallet 

 

3rd. May. A.N. Quick trip to make some rock move. 

27th May. P.H., G.J., Clive Barlow, Max. Another session, another few inches. Can see on 12-15ft, still 

small and muddy. 

31st May. P.H., G.J., N.G. After the Charterhouse session, more rock from end dig. 

3rd June. G.J., P.H., C.B., Merv Ingram, Jackie, Max, Murray. Another foot or so, nice to see the stream 

flowing. After torrential rain, it's cleared it up nicely. Lots of spoil out, while Pete 'Mason' Hann continues 

to do an excellent job on the entrance shaft. 

6th June. G.J. Cleared end of a lot of spoil, couldn't get it to the chamber on my own though. 

10th June. G.J., P.H., M.I., John Scott, Max, Tav and Dean. Cleared all the spoil to the surface, more 

walling on entrance, another 1lb charge. 

14th  June. G.J., N.P., M.I. Cleared Wednesday's bang: a few boats into chamber. 

14th  June. G.J., N.P., A.N. "Welsh's Green Again". Quick banging trip. 

15th June. G.J. Started clearing last night's double charge. A lot of spoil for the others on Wednesday. 

17th June. G.J., J.S., M.I., Jackie, Tav, Dean. Cleared spoil, fired charge. It still smelt a bit fumey. Cleared 

end. Can see enlargement of passage. 

21st June. G.J., M.I., Kevin James. Cleared out a lot of spoil and not much else. 

Same date: G.J., A.N. fired and retired, a somewhat gluppy charge in a somewhat gluppy cave. 

22nd June. G.J., A.N. Cleared out last night's bang. Fumes very heavy, the draught has gone, and the 

passage is the same old size for the next 10-12 feet. Back to the mining. 

23rd June. G.J., AN. Dug a bit, got poisoned by CO, blasted the passage. 

24th June. G.J., M.I., J.S., Jackie, Andy, Max. Lot of spoil removed to surface. Last night's bang fumes still 

hanging around; were a bit careful after last night. Time for hamsters or canaries. -G.J. 

 

Welsh's Green Dig: a note, now it's starting to appear here regularly. The description given in "Complete 

Caves" is that of the stream sink. The dig starts as a shaft in a nearby doline, now being walled and 

backfilled (the depression arose mainly by the digging). At foot, descent into narrow rift meets incoming 

stream then enters parallel aven - "the chamber" noted above -, with finely-sculpted walls. Outlet is the 

current dig, down a muddy crawl. 

 

****** 

 

14th April. PORTH-YR-OGOF. Carl Pickstone, Charles Pickstone, Jimmy Henton. Mid-week trip in warm 

sunshine, from upper entrance to main cave, out at last exit before resurgence. ¾hr. -C.P. 

18th April. SWILDONS HOLE. M., J. & E. Hewins, Carl and Charles Pickstone. Had cave to ourselves - 

and on Easter Saturday! Charles' first time in Swildons went to top of Twenty. Took 24 pictures including 

some stereo pairs. Out via Long Dry Way. Got nice and wet. 1¾hrs. 

18th? April. LONGWOOD HOLE. Mike, Robin, Mary & Jim. Short trip, just inside the lid to repair lock 

and lid. Cave is now secure. 

 -Jim. 
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Easter Weekend. SOUTH WALES. Rob Taviner ('Tav'), Petes Hann & Watts, Malc Foyle, Duncan Frew, 

Nick Pollard, Rich ('Stumpy') Websell, N.G., festering in a field (at Ystradfellte). 

Good Friday: DAN-YR-0G0F. M.F., P.W., N.P., R.W. to Great North Road and beyond. Rest assortedly to 

Rising, Washing Machine, Hanger Passage and many obscure holes, with confusion caused by recent 

flooding. 

Out --> "Angel" (very good food, as well as good beer), --> campsite. Good time had by all. 

Easter Saturday. OGOF-FFYNNON-DDU. Lots of people, 2 leaders. Above eight plus Brian Prewer, Fred 

Davies, Ric Halliwell, Gordon Kaye, Fritz, Becky & Alan, Steve Pickersgill. Variously in via Pendulum 

Passage and (Tav, M.F., P.W., N.G.) Maypole Inlet. A few Pendulum-ers exited via Maypole and many 

stations to top while rest progressed in their various own inimitable fashions to One. The areas visited in 

these two trips were particularly individual in character and acceptability. M.F. & P.W. won star awards for 

prima-donna performances in circumstances beyond their control - like some other b-r pulling their string... 

Sunday. LITTLE NEATH RIVER CAVE. M.F., D.F., R.W., P.W. In BRIDGE CAVE to dive through to 

Little Neath, New World Series. High water curtailed activity. Joined briefly by Jeff Price and Jo Beckett, 

and a somewhat more prolonged visit from Keith & Roz Fielder. Retired to dive WHITE LADY CAVE 

<--> CWM PWLL-Y-RHYD (Tav knows how to spell it). (Two distinct writing styles in the Logbook 

there?-Ed.). Good cold & wet time had by most. Rest went for a walk: -D.F. 

R.T., N.P., P.H., N.G. Waterfalls walk from Pont-Nedd-Fechan up to Penderyn and the Lamb Hotel. There, 

met Bob Cross & Alan Thomas (BEC). Back to waterfalls walk, losing one on a ledge, up past more 

waterfalls, one wet, two dry, back over top, down to car, back to Bridge Cave car-park to meet the others. 

 -P.H. 

17th April. O.F.D. Ric & Pat Halliwell + 2 CPC (I'm sorry, Ric, I can't quite the names out -Ed.) around 

OFD I. Later that day same 4 + Steve Pickersgill, Fritz, Lynne, Gordon Kaye wandered around OFD II. 

18th April: OFD Through-trip: see entry above. 

19th April. R. & P. H., G.K., F., Lynne. DAN-YR-OGOF to Rising. In via high-level (Green Canal), out via 

low-level, routes. 

20th April. O.F.D.II. R. & P.H., G.K., Fritz, Alan & Becky. To Columns: route was wide open, with no 

blockages at all. 

 

While over at Llangattock: 

 

17th April. DAREN CILAU. G.N. Poked around with a crowbar in further reaches of Eglwys Passage. All 

the good leads need bang. 

18th April. AGEN ALLWELD. G.N., Steve Tooms, Jim Arundale + 8 other assorted bods. The first three 

looked at a possible roof passage near Fifth Choke. Steve and Jim did the dangerous stuff and a traverse line 

was rigged into the new passage. This needed four bolts and a certain amount of nerve. The new passage is 

about 140ft long and heads in the right direction for a possible bypass to Fifth Choke. Unfortunately it ends 

in a tight sump. Went in via Upper Main Stream, out via Southern Stream. 

20th April. DAREN CILAU. G.N. Poking around "?"Passage and Aqueous Choke area: interesting trip. 

21st April. AGEN ALLWELD. G.N., Mark Simpson. Tourist Grand Circle trip (again!), plus look at some 

of the new stuff in Gothic Passage area. -G.N. 

 

21st April. MENDIP: Fritz's introduction to Mendip, Part One. 

A quick trip to Sump One by Ric & Pat, Lynne, Gordon; to Sump Two by Steve Pick., Fritz, Malc Foyle. 

22nd April (1) EASTWATER. Fritz, Ric, Gordon. To sump and out, via Dolphin. 

 (2) TYNINGS BARROWS CAVE. Fritz, Ric. Quick trip, down & out. 

 (3) TWIN Ts. Fritz, Ric, Pat, Gordon, Steve. Annual trip to inspect the dig, and to qualify for 

the NHASA Dinner. 

23rd April (1) SWILDON'S SHORT ROUND TRIP. Fritz, Gordon, Malc. 

G.B. CVAERN. Ric, Pat, Lynne. Oxbows - Gorge round trip. 

(2) EASTWATER WEST END. Fritz, Geoff Newton. 

24th April (1) LONGWOOD HOLE. Fritz, Geoff, Pat, Ric, Gordon, Malc. All to start of Reynold's Rift, 

Fritz & Geoff partway along it, until Fritz finally gave in. 

(2) MANOR FARM SWALLET. Fritz, Gordon, Ric, Malc. Bottom to surface in 30 minutes. 
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(3) RESERVOIR HOLE. Fritz, Ric, Lynne, Tav. Will Fritz never tire out? The attempts to wear 

him out continue... -Ric H. 

25th April. (1) G.B. Cavern. Fritz, Tav, Gordon, Gary, Maggie, Tony. To Bat Passage and Great Chamber. 

Water very high in Ladder Dig but generally OK. -Tav. 

(2) SWILDON'S WATERGATE. Fritz, Tav, Geoff. Half hour bailing required in Lower Fault. 

G.N. showed Fritz Swildon's Four, as latter hadn't been there before, then on to the thrutchy 

climb and mud ducks. Fritz impressed with the quality of the mud. Finished off with Short 

Round: no bailing needed this time. Knackered! -Tav. 

Fritz caved 11 trips in 5 days: is this some kind of record? Swildon's 2 Eastwater, Tynings, Twin Ts, 

Longwood, Manor Farm, G.B. And just to finish the week off, Swildons Watergate / Short Round. This guy 

is bloody hard. I am knackered - and I was only on the first shift!!! -Malc. 

26th April. GOING HOME: what a b-y good week it has been.' Many thanks to Malc Foyle, Geoff Newton 

and Rob Taviner for all the fine trips, and to the rest of the Wessex for the accommodation and the 

company. -FRITZ. 

AHA: a new Wessex Challenge there? We've had 3 Chariot and 1 Sedan Chair races, the show-Nigel-Sump 

2 and the persuade-the-Hon.-Ed.-to-"git-'is-'air-cut" attempts (successful: many thanks for the first one!): 

now it's the knacker-Fritz challenge.... -N.G. 

 

25th April. SWILDON'S TWO. Jim Rands, Mark Palmer. Short afternoon womble. Jim had lamp pox just 

inside, Mark returned to Hut for a replacement lamp. -JR 

25th April. ROD'S POT (Rescue). 11.30am. Just finishing the morning's ablutions, contemplating the 

coffee Alison had made. Callout for broken? ankle on a sprout. Down the cave from the "Magic Bus" at 

12.10 with G.N., P. & A.M., P.H., J-Rat, Tim Gould and assorted BEC bods. Plastered the ankle and hoiked 

him out of the cave in time for the Hunters'. (Same Scout group as Baker's Pit rescue.) -D.F. 

 

YORKSHIRE 

1st May. SELL GILL HOLE. P.w., Dave "Parrot" Cockfield. Goblin Shaft on string. Rigged by Parrot, 

detackled by Pete - mostly when going down! 

2nd May. SWINSTO HOLE - VALLEY ENTRANCE. P.W., M.F., Dunc Mk II, Nick, Tony, Gordon, Alan 

(CPC). Pull-through trip with only one flying-angel. It snowed. 

3rd May. KING POT. P.W., M.F., Dunc Mks I & II, P.H., G.J., Nick, Tony (CPC). A good hard trip to cure 

Prong's hangover. Heroics performed by everyone except the person who managed to leave a 30ft ladder 

20ft up a pitch. Not nice when you are detackling and the first team have p-d off to the pub. 

5th May. Walk to ALUM POT to watch Nick drop the 240ft, then entrance collecting before the call of the 

pub became too great. -P.W. 

2nd May. DOW CAVE. P.H., D.F., G.J., Tony Blick (CPC). By special request a Mendip digging team was 

taken on a tour of inspection. At Hobson's Choice we determined that the infamous stream wasn't doing any 

harm (the sink had been filled in by concerned Yorkies). Their work in the second choke deserves an Arts 

Council grant for scaffolding. Reached the end, where Mr. Hann took over. Poked about in choke, found a 

lead going in. Removed some rock, pushed in 5ft, a bit more work would gain about 20ft more. As the 

others didn't know where I was, came out and exited from the cave with a promise to go back. Wanted to 

exchange choke with Charterhouse but the Yorkies wouldn't allow it. 

 -D.F. & P.H. 

 

3rd May. TWIN Ts. Tav & Gen. A quick look at another example of NHASA engineering: really high-class 

stuff. -Tav. 

10th May. THRUPE LANE SWALLET. D.F., R.T., N.P., Dave Boards (EGONS). Quick trip to bottom of 

Atlas Pot: very enjoyable. 

10th May. ST. CUTHBERT'S SWALLET. A.M., P.H., Paul Lambert, N.G. Toured the pretties: September 

Chamber and off-shoots, via Catgut Rift into Rabbit Warren / Railway Tunnel / Curtain Chamber and back 

out, via Old Route. Excellent 3½hrs. 

16th May. Upper Pitts. Prong, Stumpy, The Hann, The Gruesome Twosome. Slinging bricks and cement 

everywhere - yet another "working" weekend. Where was everybody else? 

17th May. NORTH HILL SWALLET Rescue. After pub, before bed. Stumpy, Dunc, Dany, Prong, Tav, 
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Zippy. Some bright spark fell down the entrance shaft, taking the scaffold bar with him. He was 1st on the 

way out, so they sat from 5pm till midnight waiting. One broken arm and a lot of bruises. 

17th May. ROD'S POT Rescue, re-run of that of 25th April, i.e. before Breakfast (Tav was still in his pit). 

Victim was largish, 11-stone, female. Same place, but left leg this time. 

24th May. EASTWATER & WELSH'S GREEN. Graham Johnson, Nick Pollard. 

25th May. SWILDON'S HOLE. G.J., Paul Mitchell. 

24th May. Eastern Mendip. Tav & Gen. Walking: quick look down ELM CAVE. Big passage but no 

prospects. MELLS RIVER SINK sinking, not resurging. 

24th May. MANOR FARM SWALLET. Sean -?, Douglas "Boomerang", Nick Marachov, Nick Williams, 

Sean Kelly, "Legless", Chris Rackmininov (is that right? -Ed.). Negotiated entrance fee, small price to pay 

to wallow in ordure: shrimps galore, caught typhoid (!). Curry for dinner... 

24th May. Manor Farm also. Brian Hansford, Maurice Hewins, Chris, John. Rather slow getting in as we 

hadn't enough tackle. M.H. decided against climbing waterfall and remained photographing Curtain 

Chamber. Also removed lots of loose stones from slope. Rest of party almost reached the bottom. 2½ hours: 

out in time for a pint. 

25th May. MANGLE HOLE. J.R., Tav, Gen, Mike hearn (MEG), Ian "Hovis" Brown (ULSA). First time in 

8 years for Jim, 5 years for Tav, first time for others. It's still shitty! Flake halfway down pitch seems 

smaller but is still awkward. Wander round Main and Lower Main Chambers, quick look in Aldermaston. 

Squeeze is a duck - foul. Handline down to sumps broke - the scientific wires down there avoided a rescue 

call-out. Rope is re-tied, but take your own. 

 

23 - 25th May. YORKSHIRE. Bank holiday in the middle North: very unseasonal weather, the sun shines 

North of Watford Gap. 

Saturday. INGLEBOROUGH walk. Andy & Ann, with Jacko the dog, Malc Foyle, Fi Lewis, N.G., D.F., 

Lynne Crockart, Gordon Kaye, to look at the Bradford PC Winch Meet. Pleasant day collecting Juniper 

Gulf, Rift Pot, Long Kin East Pot, P5? entrances. 

Sunday. THREE PEAKS WALK. Keith & Roz Fielder, D.F., N.G., Clive Barlow (who chose the direct 

"routes" up the hills), the rest were noticeable by their absence. Everyone was leaking in the sun. M.F. went 

climbing - shame about the tights. 

Monday. DOW CAVE Tony Blick, P. Collins, Parrot, Hann, Prong (M.F.), playing silly-B's with the 

boulders. D.F. & N.G. opened up the sink feeding Hobson's Choice choke, previously filled in by our 

Northern brethren. -D.F. 

Well, let's face it: what would YOU do spotting a sink as we had spotted that one: a little whirlpool in the 

stream bed, in a pool, which, furgled with bare hands, went "SHHHHLURRP!" and vanished? -N.G. 

 

26th May. UBLEY HILL POT. Tav, Dean. Good night's digging, much rubble removed. Can see 12ft along 

8ft high phreatic rift, but although big enough, too dangerous to enter at present. Right hand wall needs 

gardening. Despite everyone else's pessimism, I'm off to the master cave. -Tav. 

They laughed at Tony Dingle & Co. at Thrupe: cost me a bottle of whiskey- -Jim. 

26th May. SWILDON'S HOLE. Jim Moon, Bob Vaughan, Paul Weston, Mark Carter. Summertime 

conditions: water level low. The two beginners (Mark and Paul -? The signature looks like"Warby") finding 

some parts hard. Cold were the ducks. With Paul's wetsuit split in two down the b-ks, and Bob's efforts to 

squeeze through Birthday Squeeze it was a hard but enjoyable trip. 

Nice steady trip: the kids did well! -J.M. 

26th-29th May. NORTH WALES. N.G. Up hills and down show-mines. Sep. rpt. 

28th May. SWILDON'S. Nick Pollard, Martin Palfrey (non-member). To North- West Stream Passage, 

then Shatter Pot and then out. 

-and Graham Johnson, Paul Mitchell to Sump Two before pub. 

30th May. UBLEY HILL POT. Tav, G.N., Dave Boards. Second look at the dig this week. My enthusiasm 

has waned from dubious to laughable, but I'll persevere for a little while. Zippy's first look around the cave, 

same for Dave, who was introduced to cave mud - suitably unimpressed. -Tav. 

31st May. TWEEN TWINS. G.N., Aidan. Wrote off another dig site, only going dig is now at extreme left. 

...and TWIN TITTIES. Tourist trip! 

Had spent most of the afternoon driving round trying to get the key for Waterwheel Swallet. MCG no 
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longer keep it. It's now obtainable from Warden at Charterhouse Outdoor Pursuits Centre - if he's in. 

 -G.N. 

30th May. LONGWOOD AUGUST. Jim Moon, Doug Adams. Tourist / photographic trip. Nice to see the 

place again. 

2nd June. Upper Pitts. Well done, wall builders and trench fillers - now you know how we felt 1968-69 

when we built the place. -Mike D-York 

2nd June. PIERRE'S POT. Tav and Dean. Tourist trip to bring Dean out of his semi-retirement. Dean 

impressed. -Tav. 

2nd.June. D.F. and assorted building contractors almost underground in hospital grounds, looking at 

newly-unearthed Roman remains of Caesaromagus. I suppose they were interesting but not impressive — 

the hospital drains that is! 

3rd June. LONGWOOD AUGUST. Tav, Daren Foreman. Actually got in the damm cave this time. Quick 

whizz round upper series. Pleasantly damp. -Tav. 

6th June. SIDOT SWALLET / GOATCHURCH CAVERN. Denise & Gary Shorrocks, Spence Spencer 

Prince. Enjoyable trip, Spencer's first time down. He was a little bit apprehensive at first, but soon 

overcame it, after which he handled himself very well and really enjoyed it. Gary did very well leading, but 

took a few wrong turns, but then - 'who don't?' Nearly got hung by my helmet in the Lobster Pot - last time 

I use a chin-strap - felt a right idiot! 

(Whilst neither presuming, nor wishing, to tell others how to arrange their own kit, I suggest the writer 

thinks again about not using a chin-strap. With no strap, if you slip, the helmet could be dislodged, possibly 

with dangerous consequences. This applies to any type of helmet. If safe to do so, I remove mine before 

negotiating tight bits; though not over a drop! -ED.) 

7th June. CHARTERHOUSE CAVE. Tav & Gen +2. Tourist for proposed MEG leader plus mate. Both 

thought it was a good hole. Two rocket tubes of sand dumped at dig. -Tav. 

 (Thanks! -P.H.'s crew) 

7th June. SWILDON'S HOLE. Jim, Gary, Denise, Spencer. A good ramble round the Upper Series. Great 

fun - I'd forgotten just how pretty it is. Then to the Twenty and back up the Wet Way just to get Spencer 

thoroughly wet. Great trip, just 1½ hours, but fun. -Jim. 

13th June. LIONEL'S HOLE. P. & A.M. Had a go at pushing upstream in East Low Level, stream has dried 

up. Made about 10 ft progress in a wide passage, cobble choke continues. -P.M. 

7th June. WARREN FARM. Alison Moody, Rich Websell. 

13th June. LITTLE NEATH RIVER CAVE. Malc Foyle, Pete Watts, Rich Websell. In via Bridge Cave, 

down to Sump 2. RAW dived, laying line, and returned to report. M.F. and R.A.W. through 2, 3, 4 to start of 

climbs to New World. Didn't get that far due to lack of time. Returned to P.W. and out. 8ish hours. Very 

knackering trip but excellent diving. Must return soon. Follow white paint for route. -R.A.W. 

13 / 14th June. S. WALES. Trial run for P.H.'s caravan - luxury. 

(See separate report). -ED.) 

l4th June. EASTWATER CAVERN. Nick Pollard, Dave Boards (EGONS), to Rift Chambers for a look 

around. 

20th.June. WOOKEY HOLE. Rich, Malc, Dave Pike (BEC). From 9/2 to 20. Malc and Dave's first time. 

Great dive, good vis 9/1 to 3 and 3 to 1. On way out, "Mitylite"s are great little lights to carry as spares. 

They got from 9/1 to 3 in quite low vis without any problems. -Malc. 
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THIS was published in the "Dorset Evening Echo" of January 14th. 1987, and as far as the Editor is aware, 

no more has been heard since. Tilleycombe is a small housing state, really one street, in a valley in the 

North slopes of Portland, below the limestone outcrop: no effects have been noticed in any of the caves, 

anyway. 

 

 

 

"CALLING ALL POTHOLERS", the letter published on last edition's Back Page, and originally from the 

"D.E.E.": as you may well have guessed, it was a rather ingenious spoof. The "potholes", of course, are the 

ones in the roads: Weymouth boasts some particularly fine examples, as the writer, an elderly cyclist, was 

only too well aware. I thought there was something a bit odd about the letter's content, as did one or two of 

my local colleagues, but in the event about the only people who seemed to take any notice were the various 

local cavers, who were all asking each other about it! The roads are still just as "holey"... 

 

****** ****** ****** 

 

DIARY DATES. 

 

 3rd September Birks Fell Cave. 

 5th September WCC Committee Meeting. 

 12/13th September BCRA National Caving Conference, UMIST, Manchester 

 19th September CSCC Meeting. 

 4th October Top Sink - Pippikin Pot. 

 17th October WCC Annual General Meeting & Dinner. 

 7th November Mongo Gill Hole. 

 5th December Death's Head Hole - Big Meanie. 

 6th December Rumbling Hole. 

 20th September Gingling Hole: to be confirmed. 

Tremors mystery rumbles on 

 

The mystery of the Tillycoombe tremors on Portland looks set to 

rumble on. 

Although a detailed report by Portland plant Hire has cleared the 

company of being responsible for more than minor tremors, 

others have been felt which could not be explained. 

At a meeting of Weymouth and Portland Borough Council’s 

Environmental Health and Control Committee, Councillor Alan 

Martindale said there had been a couple of tremors felt and Chief 

Environmental Officer Mr. Tony Hutt said one had been reported 

to him. 

The Navy has denied the tremors were due to them carrying out 

underground explosions, and Mr. Martindale pointed out that they 

have been on leave for the past three weeks during which time 

tremors had been felt. 

The situation will continue to be monitored. 


